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RATIONALE
Directing a high school musical involves a great deal of preparation and

organization,

the person in charge should either have a working knowledge of

every department of the performing arts, or engage assistants whose expertise
in their field qualifies them to direct and prepare a certain portion of the
production.

At times, however, a director(s) with limited experience in certain

genres of the performing arts may themselves be faced with such a task, and

unable to procure assistance.

Under such circumstances, a manual containing

information and ideas for all components of a high school musical may be useful.

The chapters and appendixes in this project are designed to provide infor
mation and methods of organization and implementation on areas of casting,
scheduling, blocking, singing, choreography, costuming, set design, lighting,
publicity, ticket sales, etc.

The procedures and charts in this manual are

selected suggestions and possibilities, and are by no means intended to be the

only (or best) way to approach a particular area.
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INTRODUCTION
For over 60 years "The Musical" has been one of the most popular forms

of theatrical entertainment.

It is unique in that its components include

acting, singing, dancing and orchestral accompaniment, the combination of
which can not be found in any Other idiom of the theater.

It is these same

components that make the musical one of the most difficult theatrical pro
ductions to produce, direct, plan, rehearse and ultimately perform.

In

recent decades the musical has crossed over from the professional stage into

the educational system.

And at the present, high school musical productions

are a very common and useful form of performing arts education in our country.1
By it's nature the musical poses, for the high school educator in charge

of its direction, a multitude of problems, in casting, planning, rehearsing
(acting, music, choreography), funding, staging, and costuming.

Additional

problems in set design and construction, lighting design,, sound design, pub
licity, and ticket sales are also ever present.

The responsibility for these

duties is usually dispersed among the school's drama director, vocal director

and instrumental director.
one of these positions.

In many instances one person may assume more than

It is essential from an educational standpoint to

have a detailed organizational system that encompasses all of the previously
mentioned activities and that all people in charge work together and adhere

^■Katharine Ommanney and Harry H. Schanker, The Stage And The School.
Fifth Edition (St. Louis, MO.: McGraw - Hill, 1982), p. 398.
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to this system in order to ensure the best educational experience for the

students.

Multiple differences in states, districts, school administrations

educators and students make it virtually impossible for any one method to be

useful to all high school musical directors.

This manual is an example of

an educational and organizational method for the production of high school

musicals.2

20mmanney and Schanker, p. 401.
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LIMITATIONS
Some of the limitations of this project are:
(1)

it is developed only for high school level productions;

(2) it pertains to musical productions only and not dramatic plays,
variety shows, etc.

(3) it may not be adoptable in certain school districts where musical
productions are not well attended;
(4) it may not be adoptable in schools where there are not enough
interested and talented students to comprise a cast and/or crew;
(5) it assumes that the musical director(s) have the correct background
and knowledge that will enable to teach and coordinate the necessary
skills and activities that encompass such a production;
This manual includes, by it's nature, much theatrical and music term

inology.

Many of these terms are defined within the paper itself for the

sake of continuity.

However, a glossary defining additional terms and phrases

is included on page 71 (Appendix Q).
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STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this project are to:
(1)
provide ways to choose, read and adapt the script and music of a
musical for one's own particular high school cast and crew;
(2)

provide various ways by which to cast the musical;

(3)
provide a system by which to code the scenes, parts of scenes,
and musical numbers so as to insure the easiest possible, way to insert
this coding system in the cast rehearsal schedule;

(4)
provide helpful suggestions in devising a rehearsal schedule for
cast and crew using the above mentioned coding system;
(5)
provide various rehearsal techniques in acting, blocking, music,
and choreography;
(6)

provide various suggestions for funding;

(7)
provide examples of costuming and costume design citing various
musicals as examples;
(8)
provide various suggestions and diagrams for set designs and
construction;

(9)

provide diagrams and explanations outlining various lighting designs

(10) provide suggestions for various methods of publicity and ticket
sales;
(11)

provide various ways to conduct technical rehearsals of the crew;

(12) provide suggestions in combating "prima donna syndrome", emotional
or psychological letdown, psyching down, and animosity and hostility
between cast and crew;
(13) provide ways in which to organize parent groups for various duties
(ie. publicity, ticket sales, funding, etc.);
(14)

provide a glossary of theatrical and musical terminology.

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

According to Schubart, there is a feeling of many educators that the
performing arts are not really that important in the student's educational
development.

Those of us with strong commitments in the arts think it is

self-evident that they are of value and should be part of the life and
education of every child.

Early in the student's career the usual school

shuts down on its artistic and creative dimensions of intelligence as it

begins relentlessly to pursue the development of his skills in the so-called
hard subjects.

The creative and imaginative dimensions of mind and of the

heart of many children are being destroyed in the educational process as

presently constructed.3

Broadman states that theater arts provides the best way in which to
develop insights into relationships, empathy with other living creatures and
their ideas and mores, and respect for their right to be what they are.
Theater arts lead to enrichment of experience, to stimulation to explore

familiar paths more deeply or to strike out in new directions — to a greater
understanding of life.

Any form of genuine art deserves encouragement for

its own sake, not merely because in contributes to a practical result in

another field.4

^Mark Schubart, Performing Arts Institutes And Young People Lincoln
Center's Study: The Hunting Of The Squiggle (New York: Praeger, 1972), p. 32.
^Muriel Broadman, Understanding Your Child's Entertainment (New York:
Harper and Row, 1977), p. 6.
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In speaking of the development of the individual student, Ommanney and
Schanker state that the changing world of the theater is typical of the
changing world they will be facing in the immediate and distant future.

Never have "the changes and chances of this mortal world" been so likely to

affect students' attitude and life as they are doing today, and never have
so many opportunities for creative experience been afforded them.

Thus the

development as an individual is of vital significance not only to the student,

but to society.

The students' growth is, of course, the goal of all their

subjects, but dramatics deals with the students personally more than any other

subject does because of their relation to the parts they play and to the other
members of the class.

It is distinctly a group activity where each student

needs all the patience, sportsmanship, tact, and good nature they can muster.

Nothing is more trying on the nerves and disposition than putting on a

theatrical production.

The students' ability to accept criticism, to get

along with others, and to lose themselves in the success of class projects

and productions determines the students' value to that success.

Performers

must be prompt, dependable, and responsive if they are to gain and give all

they should.

If they are especially talented, they have to overcome the very

grave temptation to become egotistical, arty, aggressive, and impervious to
suggestion.

The discipline demanded by such activity will bring each student

the restraint in both their public and private life that can help counteract

the unreasoning violence of this latter part of the twentieth century.5

5Katharine Anne Ommanney and Harry H. Schanker, The Stage And School.
Fourth Edition (St. Louis: McGraw - Hill, 1972), p. 4-6.
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Regarding the directors, Ommanney/Schanker state that the.ideal director

inspires actors with confidence in their abilities and intelligence in build
ing their roles, molding all phases of production into a unified whole.

Ardent,

concentrated attention to every detail maintains enthusiasm and dedication on
the part of every individual involved in each situation and eliminated dis

tracting and nerve-racking crises.
empathies and backstage morale.

The director is responsible for onstage

His objective at all times must be to produce

the playwright's intentions as faithfully as possible by an intensive study of

the script, including the author's style,, the productions theme, and the charac
ters' relationships.

The director's word is law!

Only he has visualized the

production as it should be in performance.

The director must first study the production from every angle to determine

the style and. atmosphere to be carried out in the sets and costumes.

He must

understand the theme and decide how best to express it; decide how to emphasize

the conflict, suspense, and climax of the plot; and analyze the characters and
their relationships with one another.

a tentative budget must be planned.

Early in the director's work on a play,
He must estimate the probable size of the

audience and take into account sets and props that may be obtained without ex

pense.

He should set up a master production schedule.

Careful scheduling is

often the difference between a smoothly run production and a chaotic one.
After studying the play, the director makes a floor plan.

This is an over

head view of the set and helps the director plan the action that will take
place on the stage.

During this early period, the director has frequent con

ferences with the scenic artist and stage manager concerning many aspects of

the production.

Problems of handling the show backstage are then discussed.
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Ommanney/Schanker continue by stating that in the musical play, acting
and choreography are an integral part of the production.

Because a well-

written musical play contains a good story, clever dialogue, interesting

characters, well-designed choreography, bouncy tunes, and meaningful ballads
woven into a sparkling package of color and spectacle that provides excellent

opportunities for showmanship and talent, it has replaced many operettas and

variety shows in the high school theater repertoire.®

The musical play has become a major part of high school theater for other
reasons.

The sophistication of contemporary audiences demands more than a

stage full of people in a simple review of pretty songs loosely tied together.

In addition to great audience appeal, a musical play involves many students
on the stage, in the orchestra pit, and behind the scenes.

It is a form of

live theater that can pull people away from their television sets.

Because

the musical play is a total theater experience involving young people in all
I

the facets of play production — singing, dancing, acting, stagecraft, and

costuming — students are highly motivated to participate in such a play.

According to Kislan, in our time, the American musical has become a source
of achievement in the arts by giving its considerable audience an experience
that director-choreographer Bob Fosse described as an evening in the theater

when "everybody has a good time — even the crying scenes".7

^Katharine Anne Ommanney and Harry H. Schanker, The Stage And School.
Fifth Edition (St. Louis: McGraw - Hill, 1982), p. 242-250.

^Richard Kislan, The Musical (New York:

Prentice Hall, 1980), p. 9.

SELECTING A MUSICAL
Selecting a high school musical is probably the director's first problem,

and a crucial one.

Since a musical production, because of its various compo

nents, is more complex than a "straight" play, it requires careful consideration.
Selection of a musical production should be a joint effort by all persons who
will assume any type of directorial positions.

This should include the drama

director, vocal director, instrumental director, technical director, and

choreographer.

A primary consideration in selecting a musical should be the

various performing abilities of those students who the directors feel will

eventually be auditioning for roles.

It is important to know what the students

can and cannot do and to choose a production accordingly.

For example, it

could be disasterous to choose a dancing musical such as West Side Story unless

there were a large number of students with above average dancing ability that
were available for the production.
Upon agreement of the overall abilities of the students in all performing
areas, it would be advisable to choose two or three musicals with similar per

formance demands.

Copies of the script and conductor's score for these musicals

may then be ordered for perusal.

Upon receiving them, they should be carefully

read through by all in charge and a list of each musical's demands should be

made.

This list should include dramatic and vocal demands for leads and chorus,

instrumentation and difficulty of the score, amount and style of dancing for

leads and chorus, difficulty of stage settings and lighting, and costuming

requirements.
Many geographic areas or school districts have a Targe number of schools

in close proximity to each other that produce annual musicals.
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There may also
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be numerous church, civic,, and professional groups that produce musicals

throughout the year.

It is therefore, important for the director to know

what musicals were performed in the area the previous year and also which

ones are being planned for production during the current year.

This will

eliminate the problem of doing a musical that has already been seen recently
or that may be in production simultaneously, elsewhere in the area.

tions such as these could have a serious effect on attendance.
the cast should also be a consideration in the choice.

Situa

The size of

Large cast musicals

provide good educational experience and training for more students.

However,

it is much more difficult to rehearse, stage, and choreograph a large cast.
It is usually helpful to provide a varied experience for the students.

There-

forej directors should try to choose a different type of musical annually,

and not get into the habit of doing the same style of show year after year.
Once a choice has been made it is possible for each director to make
whatever changes they feel are appropriate in their particular area.

For

instance, the vocal director may see fit to rearrange the vocal parts of an
ensemble number in order to achieve the best possible choral sound from the

chorus.

For another example, the drama director may decide to make changes

in the^dialogue if she feels that it is not in good taste or that it would
not be acceptable to the type of audience that will be in attendance.

It is

important for a high school director to know the attitude of the parents and

administration of her particular school and district.

Religious beliefs,

moral attitudes, historic background of the area, and other various consider

ations may need to be examined while selecting and preparing a musical produc
tion.

It may be wise to include a school administrator and/or a district
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representative in the selection process, or, at least, to provide them with
adequate information concerning the story, dialogue, lyrics and choreography

of the chosen production.

This may eliminate possible problems that could

occur after rehearsals have begun and there is a limited amount of time for
adjustments.

CASTING
Perhaps the most important and difficult task facing a high school
musical director is that of casting.

There are many things that must be

taken into consideration including acting/singing/dancing ability, attitude
dedication, experience, reliability and the students academic eligibility.

It is always desirable to cast the best overall performers in principle or

demanding roles, but high school directors are not always afforded that
luxury.

In some cases it may be wise to award a role to a student with

average ability instead of to a student with superior ability on the basis
of better attitude, reliability, etc.
ticular or difficulty of each role.

Also, a director must cast to the par

For example, if a role is demanding

vocally, such as the Mother Superior in The Sound of Music, it should be
awarded to a superior singer.

It is generally agreed that in a limited period

of time, it is easier to coach a student with average acting ability to
characterize a role than it is to teach the basics and fundamentals of vocal

technique to a student with average or little vocal ability and/or experience.

Correct casting can make a directors job much easier, while incorrect
casting could increase his task immensely.

It is very important for the

director to know and understand each role and its demands.

Some roles require

a singer who can act, some an actor who can dance, others a dancer who can

sing, etc.

It is essential not to miscast a dancer in a singing role or a

singer in an acting role.

This could ultimately ruin the production.

Auditions for the musical must be carefully prepared and thought through.

First of all, the director must decide if the audition is to be open to the
entire student body of the school or closed to include only certain students,

13
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such as members of the fine arts department.

Then he must decide whether

he wants a prepared audition which allows the student to completely prepare

all of the material, or a cold audition in which the student is given material

that he has never before seen.

Since many musicals require students to be

able to act, sing, and dance, it may be beneficial to conduct a prepared
audition and to provide dialogue, music, and dance steps from the musical

that is to be produced.

In this way the director will avoid the problem of

students having to sight read new music, read new dialogue, and learn new

dance steps at the time of the audition.

It will allow the director to judge /

students who are actually performing, and not learning.

It will also shorten

the audition considerably.
If the director chooses to have a prepared audition, it would be helpful

to have a preaudition meeting.

At this meeting, material can be distributed

and audition procedures can be explained.

This is also a good time to provide

audition forms and to have them completed and collected.

The audition forms

should be designed by the director to include any information he feels he
should know about the cast.

It can also provide space in which he can write

comments concerning the students audition performance and which he can pursue
after the auditions.

In the sample musical audition form (Appendix B), the

first part provides space for vital information about the student.

The class

schedule may help a director achieve a better insight to a student's academic

load and may also help in checking on a student's academic eligibility.
final section is provided for the director's notes on particular dramatic

areas of the student's audition.

The
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The audition form (Appendix G) could be provided for the vocal director's
notes on the student's vocal audition.

When the vocal range of each student

is determined, using middle C as a midway point for the girls and an octave

below middle C for the boys, the student's vocal part may then be circled.
For vocal quality, several characteristics are provided for the director to

circle.

Intonation can than be determined sharp, flat, or.true and projection

judged using a scale of 1-10.

Additional space for general comments and

suggested role is also provided.

An audition schedule should be decided upon to fit the needs of the
students and the director.

In the following example, the students would re

ceive information and material on Friday.

prepare the material.

They would then have four days to

The first audition would be held on Tuesday, the second

on Wednesday, and call backs on Thursday, if necessary.
would then be made and a cast list posted on Friday.
Fri.
Tues.
Wed.

- Preaudition meeting
- Audition
- Audition

Thurs. - Call backs

Fri.

- Cast list posted

The choice of cast
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REHEARSAL SCHEDULE.
Another very important task for the director is to devise a workable
rehearsal schedule.

This schedule should be decided upon by all of the

directors with ample rehearsal time given to each area of the musical pro

duction.

It may be helpful to work out a coding system for the scenes and

musical numbers of the production.

This would help in forming the rehearsal

calendar and may prove to be less.confusing to the cast and crew.

Appendix D

contains an example of a system using the alphabet to code the scenes and
musical numbers of the Wizard of Oz.

In this system, each letter of the

alphabet is followed by a scene or musical number in sequence of the show.

This, in turn, is followed by the names of the characters in the show that

are involved in that particular portion of the musical.

Appendix E contains a twelve week rehearsal calendar utilizing this
coding system.

It should be noted that it is much easier to insert the code

letter in the daily square than it would be to write out the entire name of
the scene or musical number.

It is a simple matter for cast members to check

the code sheet to see if they are involved in the rehearsal for any given
day.

Scenes and musical numbers have been completely separated from each

other.

If a scene and musical number are to be rehearsed together, then each

appropriate code letter has been inserted for that rehearsal.

Anything that

is not included in the code, such as choreography, read through, technical

rehearsal, dress rehearsal, etc. has been written out completely in the cal
endar.

It should be noted that an entire week has been set aside for problem

scenes.

During this period the director may schedule whatever section of the

show he feels may need additional rehearsal time.

The time of the rehearsal

has been inserted and ample hours of rehearsal have been given to each scene,
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musical number, dance, and to the crew throughout the rehearsal schedule.

If a large number of the cast and crew is involved in other school activities,

such as choir, band, or sports, it would be wise to consult the school's
master activities calendar before completing the rehearsal schedule.

After

doing this, a copy of the schedule should be posted in the auditorium (or
rehearsal area) and one copy should be distributed to each member of the

cast and crew.
In Appendix F, the same system is used to code another musical, Bye Bye

Birdie.

Again, the show is divided into dramatic scenes and musical numbers

and coded accordingly.

However, unlike the Wizard of Oz, Bye Bye Birdie

contains certain scenes, such as Act one Scene two or Act one Scene nine,

in which all or most of the scene is comprised of a musical number.

There

fore, for these scenes, the appropriate musical number has been included

after the code letter for that particular scene.

These musical numbers have

also received individual code letters so that the director can schedule a
music rehearsal only for these numbers.
hearsed before the scene is blocked.

These musical numbers should be re

Because Bye Bye Birdie contains some

scenes that are somewhat short, Act one Scene three and four are given one

code letter, as are Act one Scene five and six.

Appendix G contains an example of a possible twelve week rehearsal
schedule for Bye Bye Birdie using the alphabetized code on page 59.

In this

example musical numbers are scheduled for music rehearsal at least once before

the scene in which they appear is scheduled.

Scenes and musical numbers are

also scheduled two or three times within a period of ten days to a week.

this way, the students do not have long periods of time between rehearsals

In
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during which they could forget vital instruction or direction.

Again, an

entire week has been set aside for problem scenes and marked T.B.A. (to be

Act run-throughs and dress rehearsals have also received one

announced).

week each on the schedule.

Crew and technical rehearsals have been scheduled

in accordance with the difficulty of the show and the needs of the technical

director.

An important factor to understand in scheduling is that each musi

cal with its cast and crew is different and has its own personality, strengths,

and problems.

The director must be aware of this while forming his own

schedule and must be prepared to adjust the schedule at any given time during

the twelve week period.
Obviously, different directors must contend with different situations.
For instance, some may be fortunate enough to have assistance from either a
vocal director, technical director, and/or choreographer, while others may

have to take the responsibility for all, or most, of these tasks themselves.
Therefore, each situation requires its own personalized rehearsal schedule.
Although one director may have a schedule that works well for a particular

musical, it quite possibly may not work at all for another director doing
the same show, but in different circumstances.

The coding system and rehearsal

schedules in the examples have been used experimentally and have proven to
work well.

However, they were devised for two different situations.

The

first was formed for two directors (production, choreographer), and the second

for three directors (production, vocal, choreographer).
not work under different circumstances.

Therefore, they may

It is important for a director to

adopt, a scheduling system that he feels will work in his own particular
situation.

o

REHEARSALS

As rehearsals begin, it is extremely important that the director(s) re
main strictly within the boundaries set in the rehearsal schedule.

This will

necessitate a considerable amount of planning and coordinating between those

persons in charge.

If this is not done then rehearsals will begin to run

behind schedule and extra rehearsals will have to be added to catch up.

The

latter could prove to be disastrous, especially in a high school production
in which many of the students involved must have time for homework, other

school activities, and household responsibilities.

Although rehearsal styles and techniques will vary with each director,
it is a good idea to begin with one or more table sessions.

the director will explain the production and her ideas.

At these sessions

She will describe

each character in detail in relationships to the play so that each cast member
has a working understanding of her character.

She will try to instill enthu

siasm in the cast for the play and the characters.

She will read through the

entire script herself and then have the cast read through it.

The director

should instruct actors not to try for characterization at this point, as they
are not ready for performances.

Rather, they should read for sense and meaning.

After reading, the director should interrogate the actors:
think the character said that?"

"Why is this scene necessary?"

"Why do you

There should

be a change of ideas regarding motivations and character relationships.

Each

actor should be reminded of the actions of their character and relate this

action and emotion to the same similar experience of the actor.

The director

should then explain the rise and fall of action, the importance of certain
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key scenes to the texture and atmosphere of the play, and what she expects

in tempo, movement, etc.
As rehearsals on stage begin, the director should explain the set design

for each particular scene and direct specific attention to furniture, light

ing, and properties that may be used.

Since most sets are still in the

construction process at these final rehearsals, the director must be sure
that the actors can visualize the total atmosphere of each scene.

It would

be a good idea to walk the cast through each set, pointing out all furniture,

props, lighting, stairs, etc. included in each scene.

Actors should be made to understand the difference between stage move
ment and business.

These terms are closely related and frequently confused.

Most stage movement indicates distance, but this is hot so with stage business.
Business usually conveys our idea, such as "Bill slaps Nancy", "Sir flicks

the ashes off his cigar", or "There is a look of distrust between them".
Movement may be found in the author's direction:

"Dorothy runs back to the

house", "Aldonza approaches his bedside".
As rehearsals advance and notes on characterization, dialects, movement,

etc. are given, the director must make sure that each actor understands why
things are happening as they are.

The actors should understand why the

movement is important, why this line be enunicated in this way, why the mood

and the lighting have changed simultaneously.
While blocking each scene it is important that the director keep in mind
all of the dimensions and levels of the stage.

Blocking to center stage or

down right all of the time will eventually become tedious for the audience.
A balance of stage use should be sought throughout the play.

When a large
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group of performers are to be on stage at the same time, as in chorus pro
duction numbers, it is wise to strive for a balance on stage and to avoid
clustering in one area.
At the same time that the production director is rehearsing scenes and
blocking, the vocal director and choreographer are conducting their own
rehearsals of songs and dances.

It is very important that these two people

work closely together since singing and dancing in musical productions go

hand in hand and should blend cohesively.

Although dancing and singing are

rehearsed separately at first, the two directors should coordinate their
rehearsals to make sure that each knows what the other has planned and that
all movement and singing compliment each other.

This is especially important

for chorus or production numbers which usually involve singing and dancing

by a large group of people.
The vocal director will usually follow the script in rehearsing songs,
teaching each song to respective characters as they are to be performed in

the musical.

Some songs may need more rehearsing than others due to their

difficulty or the talents of individual students.

This consideration should

be taken during the planning process of the rehearsal schedule.

Chorus

songs, due to the amount of people involved, will take longer to rehearse

than individual songs or duets.

The director or vocal coach should first

play the notes on the piano and/or sing the song for the student until the

student can sing the song on her own.
enunciation and projection.

Special attention should be spent on

Students without previous vocal experience should

be taught basic breathing and vocal techniques to insure that vocal production

came from the diaphragm and not the throat.

If this is not done, students who
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sing from their throat will find that after two to three months of singing

incorrectly, their voices will give out.
After learning the notes, tempos, and lyrics of each song, accompaniment

may be added.

This is usually on the piano and will give the student a much

better idea of the song and the way that it will ultimately be performed.

At

this time, vocal dynamics, changes of tempo and/or time signatures, accents,
and final instructions on enunciation and projection can be given.

It is

important that all musical numbers be learned exactly as they will be perform

ed and that all and any changes in score be made prior to the final rehearsal.

This will eliminate students having to relearn songs, which is extremely
difficult, especially for non-professional musicians.
All songs should be constantly reviewed after they have been learned.
Each vocal rehearsal should have time alotted for review and refinement.

It

should be understood that, although a song may sound well enough in the choir

room or rehearsal room, it may sound much worse when they are first performed

on stage.

The vocal director should be present at all rehearsals that are

to have singing included on stage.

In this way, she can take time to direct

attention at specific vocal problems which occur due to a change in rehearsal
areas.

The vocal director should possess a working understanding of the pro
duction director's /ideas on characterization.

Their communication is essen

tial in order thay the students learn and eventually perform the songs and

dialogue in character.
Working with the chorus on ensemble songs may provide certain problems

for the director.

It may be necessary to rearrange vocal harmonies to suit
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the talents or voice ranges of the students.

In some instances, it may be

wise to avoid the harmonies completely and to instruct the chorus to sing

in unison on the melody line.

This is especially true in cases where part

of the chorus sings the melody and lyrics while the rest of the ensemble

sings sustained harmony notes on an "AH" or an "00".

In such a case it

might be better to have all the chorus sing the melody and lyrics so that

they may be clearly heard and not lost in vocal harmony.

Above all, it is

important that all singers be instructed to enunciate the words and to pro

ject.

Although vocal sound is important, the lyrics must be heard and

understood above all else.
Depending on the show, the difficulty of the choreographer's job will
vary.

Shows that are very dance oriented such as West Side Story or No No

Nanette will require more work than a show that has little dancing in it,

such as The Sound of Music.

It is essential, in any case, that the choreo

grapher understand the time period of the show and that she teach the appro
priate dance movement for each song requiring choreography.

Since most high school students have little or no dancing experience,

it is usually a good idea to keep the choreography simple.

Dance steps

should always compliment the music and must never obstruct vocal production.

In numbers that are purely instrumental, the choreography then becomes the
primary sound of entertainment and may be more elaborate.
After dialogue and blocking, all songs and dance routines rehearsed and
learned, and all scenes rehearsed, the middle rehearsal period begins.

During

this time, run-through rehearsals of entire acts, and eventually the entire

show, will be conducted.

These run-throughs must be without scripts and
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non-stop.

They will be rough at first, but they will give the cast a feeling

of the continuity of the show.

Prior to this time, the production director has been on stage during
rehearsals.

Now it is important that all directors take a seat in the house

and view the rehearsal objectives as an audience member would see it.

This

will give them a better overall picture of the show and will provide them
with the opportunity to jot down notes for the cast.

At first, notes should

be kept general so as not to confuse the cast with numerous notes on specific

problems.

Ultimately, specific attention may be given to faces, stage pre

sence, believability, audience awareness, etc.

During this middle rehearsal

period the rehearsal pianist should provide the accompaniment of the score.

The final dress rehearsal period will provide its own unique problems.
By this time the cast has already run through the show many times and should
have most problems worked out..

However, dress rehearsals mark the first

time the cast will work in full make-up, costume, with orchestral accompani
ment, and with set and lighting changes.

Although many things may seem to

fall apart during the first couple of rehearsals due to costume changes, set

changes, and coordinating of cast and orchestra, everything should come to

gether by the third rehearsal.
One of the major problems that the directors will face at this time is

The musical conductor is usually

the balancing of singers and orchestra.

the high school band director who has assigned band students to play in the
pit.

These students are used to playing half-time shows at football games

and at band concerts where they are normally instructed to play loudly.
Both conductor and orchestra members must understand that they are now an

l
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accompanying unit and that it is more important for the singers to be heard
over the orchestra and not visa versa.

During dress rehearsals, as in per

formances, the conductor has control of the show, and the cast must be

instructed to watch her for entrances, releases, tempos, etc.
The production director has the added responsibility of rehearsing the
stage crew and technical crew.

Both of these areas of the production are

normally manned by students that have been trained in a productions class
and/or a stagecrafts or technical theater class.

Most of them should be

advanced students with experience in previous major or minor productions

such as one or two act plays, choral or band concerts, student body assemblies,
etc.
Rehearsals for the crew should begin immediately prior to or during the

middle rehearsal period, in order to allow ample time for the students to
perfect their responsibilities and also to allow time for any problems that

may occur, such as lighting changes, substitution in the crew, or set repairs.
The initial rehearsals may be conducted during the above mentioned classes.
If this is not possible, then specific times must be allotted in the rehearsal
schedule for both of these crews.

In either instance, all students should

be well rehearsed by the time the production reaches the final dress rehearsal

period.

During the initial crew rehearsals, the director should simply call out
for each set and lighting change and then deal with any problems or questions
that the students may encounter.

It is very important that the stage, and

also the storage area designated for sets not in use, are spiked (marked with
tape).

This will be helpful for quick and accurate set placement.

The off
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stage sets should be placed in order that provides easy rotation and that
simplifies the task at hand.
It is important that the director choose reliable and experienced

students for the jobs of stage, lighting, and sound managers.

During the

dress rehearsals and actual performances, the stage manager will virtually
run the show.

Many times, this person is also the student director and

should know all of the dialogue, set changes, lighting cues, sound cues,
and music cues, and well as, if not better than, the production director.

From the time that dress rehearsals begin to closing night, the stage manager

should be wearing a head set in the right wing area with a script that is
marked with all of the production changes and cues.

She should either direct

all the cues to the lighting and sound managers, who are also wearing head

sets, or be ready to handle any miscues.

The stage manager may also cue

all Curtain and set changes and should be able to handle any problems that

occur backstage.

It is also her responsibility to make sure that there

is no unnecessary noise backstage from either cast or crew.

If no student

is capable of such a large responsibility, or if the stage manager becomes
ill and cannot perform her duties, then the production director may have to

assume this task.

COSTUMING

As previously mentioned, it is necessary to consider many aspects of

a musical production during the selection process.
is the costuming requirements.

One of these aspects

During this time, such items as amount of

costuming, projected cost of all costumes, difficulty of costuming to the
time period of the musical, availability of costumes, and resources from
which to obtain costumes, must all be weighed.

Since most high school

productions do not have the luxury of a large budget, one of the primary
considerations must be the cost of costuming the entire cast.

It is a fact that certain musicals require elaborate costumes for a
large cast while others are less demanding in either total amount of com

plexity of costuming.

For instance, musicals such as Hello Dolly, Camelot,

or The Wiz, with large casts and elaborate wardrobes would be difficult to
produce on a small budget.

On the other hand, The Fantasticks, The Roar of

the Greasepaint - The Smell of the Crowd, and You1 re <1 Good Man, Chariie

It

Brown, with small casts and simple wardrobes, would be more feasible.

would be wise to ascertain approximately how much money will be allocated

for wardrobing before a musical is chosen.

After the selection has been

made, it should be decided whether to rent, borrow, or make the wardrobe.
Renting poses certain problems for the high school production.

rental fees are very high.

Most

Costumes may usually be rented only for one

dress rehearsal and the performances.

This does not allow the actors any

time to get used to the costumes and does not allow for availability of the

wardrobe during publicity or program photos.
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If the wardrobe is desired
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for a longer period of time, a sizable additional cost is to be expected.

Also, unless renting from a large costume house, all of the necessary out
fits of the time period may not be available and inadequate substitutions

may be made by a smaller company.

It should also be noted that if the

decision to rent is made, the production will be tagged with a rather large

bill with nothing to show for it once the musical has closed.

Although borrowing is much less expensive than renting, it is unlikely
that a wardrobe for the entire cast will be available.

This means that

certain costumes will still have to be rented or made.

Although the only

cost of borrowed outfits is their cleaning and repair, the borrower will
have to spend many hours contacting other schools and community theaters,

and then will have to be happy with whatever costumes are made available.

The cost of making the wardrobe will usually be proportionate to, or
less than, the cost of renting, and much more authentic and desirable than'

borrowing.

Also, unlike renting, if costumes are made, they may be kept

for future use after the production.

However, before deciding to make the

wardrobe, it is necessary to have a good designer, costume manager, and

many students who are capable of making the costumes and dedicated enough
to commit themselves to many hours of hard work.

If making the wardrobe is the best solution, then the director, designer,
and wardrobe managers must study the script and the time period of the musical
Then the designer should make sketches of all the different types of attire

that will be used throughout the production.

For instance, from No No Nanette

a musical based in the 1920‘s, some of the attire needed would be men's and
women's formal attire.

Appendixes H, I and J give examples of these sketches.
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From The Roar of the Greasepaint - The Smell of the Crowd, some of the desired

sketches would be the tattered outfits for the urchins, the formal hobo suit

for Sir, and the tightfitted, high-watered suit for Cocky.
vides three examples.

Appendix K pro

After all sketches have been made, the designer must

then make patterns for all styles of costumes that are to be sewed.

It is very important that accurate measurements of the actors be taken.

The most important measurements for women are the following:

height, bust,

waist, hips (approximately 7 inches below natural waistline), back of neck

to waist, waist to shoe tops, across back from shoulder to shoulder, and

arm length from top of shoulder to wrist.
for men are the following:

The most important measurements

height, chest, waist, inseam, back of neck to

waist, across back from shoulder to shoulder, collar size, and arm length

from top of shoulder to wrist.
Since actors in a musical play are required, to sing and dance and dis

play much more physical energy than in a "straight" play; it is preferable
to use light weight material for costuming whenever possible.

It would also

be wise to instruct the actors on the care of their wardrobe while on and

off stage.

To keep an accurate account of all outfits, the wardrobe manager

should make a costume plot, and should choose responsible assistants in all
dressing rooms.

The assistants will help the actors with their changes,

hang clothes, keep all accessories close at hand, and see that everything
is returned in good condition after the performance.

The wardrobe manager

also sees that every costume is complete, in good repair, and identified by
character and actor.

Actors should have a designated place for their cos

tumes, such as costume racks or closets marked by tags or dividers.
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The actor must learn to wear a costume properly, bearing in mind the
angle at which the audience will view the stage and performers as the actor

turns, bends over, kicks, or crosses the legs.

He must also beware of the

other performers, taking care that they are not jabbed unintentionally with
a sword; that buttons, medals, or jewelry do not snag or catch on another's

costume; or that another performer's cape or train is not stepped on.
actor must seem natural and at ease in a costume.

The

Girls must learn how to

sit gracefully while wearing a hoop or several petticoats, and boys must

learn how a gentleman would dance a gavotte in formal dress.

Snapping fans,

removing scarves and gloves, handling capes and walking sticks must be second
nature to a performer if he is to appear convincing in a role.

EMOTIONAL PROBLEMS

Rehearsing and performing a high school musical play is an intense

and time consuming undertaking for all persons involved.

Although the

directors and people in charge are usually highly trained professionals
who are experienced and used to the strain and pressures of theater work,

it is important to remember that the cast and crew members are all students adolescents with their own individual problems of growing up who may find
themselves confused while facing these same pressures.

During the many

weeks of rehearsals, these students will find themselves in very close and
constant contact with each other.

They may begin to experience emotional

and/or psychological feelings and opinions of others or themselves to which

they are unaccustomed.

Emotionally weaker students may begin to either

follow or resent those who are stronger.

Emotionally stronger students may

take advantage of those who are not as strong.

Gifted students may become

too enwrapped in their own talents and performances and forget that the pro

duction is a group effort.

Less talented or less experienced students may

begin to doubt their own abilities.

or cast and crew.

Conflicts may arise between cast members

The directors must be aware of the possibility of these

occurrences and must be ready to deal with them/ if they should indeed begin

to occur.
Adhering to the old adage that "an ounce of prevention is worth a pound

of cure", it is a good policy to be sensitive to the individual and group

needs of the students.

Although it is essential to instill and demand a

high sense of discipline of the cast and crew, it is equally as important
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to reinforce those students who may feel inferior or to keep a watchful eye
on the behavior of those who may consider themselves superior to the rest.

Sometimes it is easy for a director to rely on or become closer to the hard
working talented students in lead roles, and to pay less attention to stu
dents in minor roles or in the chorus.

This can instigate resentment in the

latter and feelings of grandeur in the former.

It is important to understand •

that some students, regardless of their ability, need constant positive rein

forcement while others may require much less.

Each student is an individual

with individual needs, and although it is almost impossible to cater to all

these needs in every student, it is important to make an effort to understand
them all and to try your best.

In the event that a talented student in a lead role becomes insensitive
to anyone but herself, it may be a good idea to isolate the student in a

private conversation.

It can then be explained to her that her behavior or

attitude has not gone unnoticed and that you, as the director, wish to help
her understand that it is not beneficial to anyone involved, or necessary
that she continue to show off, belittle others, or act as if she is all knowing.

If the student is approached in a friendly and understanding manner, she will,

more than likely, respond favorably.

The fact that an authority figure, whom

she respects, has taken the time to reprimand her in a caring manner may pro
duce the desired results.

students.

Of course, this approach may not work for some

If the behavior continues, it may be necessary to take a more stern

approach and to enlighten her to the fact that no one is irreplaceable and

that she may have to relinquish her role to her understudy if she does not

change her ways.
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It may also be necessary to speak with other students with much lower

opinions of themselves and to reassure them that they are needed and impor

tant to the production.

Many of these students may be young underclassmen

who should be informed that they are learning and gaining experience and

that they will, more than likely, be relied upon to become the leaders or
building blocks in future years and productions.
At some point of the rehearsal schedule, usually during or immediately
prior to dress rehearsals, the cast, or portions of the cast, may begin to

experience a psychological letdown of sorts.

They may begin to doubt that

the production, or that they individually, will ever reach the director's
or their own, expectations in time for opening night.

At this time, it may

be a good idea to gather all the cast and crew together for a little pep
talk.

It can be explained to them that they are doing fine and that every

thing is progressing on schedule.

They may be experiencing fatigue and it.

could be a good time to ease up a little on the intensity of rehearsals for
a while.

Some light hearted moments may be helpful at this time.

In any

case, it is important that the director instill in them the belief that she

is not worried and that she is very enthusiastic about them and the production.
Students need to be assured that the director is excited and confident in

them and herself and that there is no way that she will allow them, or the

production, to fail.
Since the actors and the crew do not normally begin to work together

until the middle or dress rehearsal period, they have a tendency to develop
into two separate units.

tween cast and crew.

This sometimes results in unfriendly feelings be

The crew may feel that the actors who are on stage and
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in the limelight, are stuck up or conceited.

The cast may feel that the

stage and technical crew are hostile and unwilling to work with them as
one cohesive unit.

Many times the crew feels that they are working hard

off stage to make others look and sound good and that they are taken for
granted and unappreciated.

Whether or not all these things are true, once

they have manifested themselves, it is difficult to deal with them.

There

fore, it would be beneficial to arrange it so that the cast and crew become
unified throughout the rehearsal schedule.

This can be accomplished through

combined meetings of cast and crew, making sure that both groups sit together

and not separately in two sections.

Another idea is to assign certain crew

duties to cast members, such as changing sets, painting or repairing sets

and props, or cleaning the stage or off stage areas.

Conversely, if there

are some aspiring actors or singers in the crew, it wouldn't hurt to allow
them to perform in a small role or chorus part.

In this manner there will

be somewhat of a crossover of forces in the cast and crew and may help in

ridding the feelings of separateness.

BUSINESS
The areas of funding, publicity, and ticket sales are vitally important

to insure a successful school production..
different committee for each area.

It is necessary to begin with a

These committees should be manned with

enthusiastic and energetic persons with clever ideas and an ability to under
stand and relate to the community.

This would be a good opportunity to re

cruit interested parents to work together with student volunteers.

Since

many parents have lived in the community for a long time and have many friends

and contacts, they could head the committees and brainstorm with the students
and directors in order to come up with an overall gameplan before assigning
responsibilities.

Although funding can become a major endeavor, there are many options
available depending upon the size of the committee and the socio-economic
background of the community..

Some fund raising suggestions are:

candy sales,

bake sales, car washes, pancake breakfasts, pot-luck lunches and dinners,

and raffles.

Other possibilities are:

community talent shows, rummage sales,

paper or metal drives, and drives to paint house addresses on curbs.

Certain

well speaking parents and students may also approach businesses in the commu

nity to purchase spaces for advertisement in the musical program.

Possible

devotions for such spaces might be five dollars for card size, ten dollars

for a half page, and twenty dollars for a full page ad.

Whatever the specific

ideas may be, funding activities must begin as soon as possible, preferably
before rehearsals begin.

In this way the director will know what funds are

available to him and may plan accordingly.

Even if the director is given a

budget from the associated student body account or another source, this is
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usually in the form of a loan and must be paid back at the close of the pro
duction.

Fees for royalties, stagecast materials, costumes, props, programs,

etc. must all be paid from this budget..

The task of publicizing the musical rates a very high priority.

News

and information of the upcoming production must reach as many people as
possible.

All too often, potentially interested parties, receive word of a

production after it has closed and it is too late.

Avenues for publicity

may be radio stations, local and school newspapers, and notices in elemen
tary, jr. high and high school bulletins throughout the district.

Posters

and flyers should be printed promptly and distributed to stores and businesses

and mailed to families and schools who have been known to support past pro
ductions.

Posters and flyers contain the title, an attractive logo, dates,

time, place, phone numbers foir ticket information, ticket price and either
\
reserved or general seating information.
.
There are various effective methods of ticket sales.

First of all,

tickets may either be ordered from a company or designed and printed using

school or district facilities.
on each ticket:

The following information should be included

title of musical, dates, time, place, price of admittance,

and reserved or general seating information.

They should also be color

coded, with a different color of ticket for each separate performance.

In

addition to being sold at the door on the evening or afternoon of each per

formance, a plan for advanced sales must be made.

Directors may decide to

distribute blocks of tickets to each member of the cast and crew.

If so,

then one or more students should be assigned to keep an accurate record of

assigned tickets and incoming money.

An insentive may be adopted such as a
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prize for those students who sell the most tickets above a designated amount.
Also a deadline should be set for the return of tickets or money so that

records may be closed and that all remaining tickets may be offered for sale

to the public.
Tickets should also be made available for purchase during all school

hours and rehearsal time.

This may be handled through the school business

office or by assigning non-working volunteer parents different shifts in
the booth.

Blocks of tickets may also be made available at discount prices

to various businesses, community organizations, clubs, schools, or senior
citizen groups.

SET DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

There are certain preliminary considerations to remember when designing

Many things must be considered.

and constructing scenery or settings.

First of all, the sets should accurately reflect the time period of the

musical, inform the audience whether it is indoors or outdoors, rural or
urban, a restaurant or a shop, etc.

The sets should be mobile for quick

changes, and must be the right size for proper storage off stage.

The set

designer must know the size and capabilities of the stage and off stage

areas, and also the amount of money that can be spent for materials.

Stage sets have three basic functions:

they must provide a suitable

background for the action of the production; they must convey certain in
formation to help the audience to understand or appreciate the play; and

they must serve as a workable unit for the development of the action.

To

assure that these criteria are met, the director and/or designer should

work out a ground plan for each set.

This ground plan should illustrate

features such as doors, windows, arches, fireplaces, stairs, platforms, and
furniture.

The director may provide other descriptive material such as sketches
and models to assist in the building of the sets.

Sketches show the sets

in elevation including drapes, curtains, pictures, and colors for everything
in the set.

Models combine the ground plan with elevation to show the sets

in three dimensions on a reduced scale.

Models assist greatly in visualizing

the sets from every angle with correct spacing, heights, colors, etc.
The flat is the basic scenic unit which consists of a wooden frame

covered with canvas or muslin, which is then painted.
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The ideal height, if
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the stage is high enough, is twelve feet, although many stages can accom
modate no more than ten foot flats.

In any case, a high school department's

flats should usually all be of the same height for the sake of uniformity

and reuse.
Plain flats are made in many different widths up to a maximum of five

feet nine inches.

This is the greatest width that can be covered properly

with a single piece of standard 72-inch wide canvas or muslin.

are also awkward to handle or store.

Wider flats

The top and bottom horizontal portions,

called rails, run the full width of the flat providing a smooth surface on
which the flat may slide when it is moved.

The upright pieces, called

stiles, are shorter than the overall height of the flat by the combined

width of both rails.

The inner rails, called toggle bars, are shorter than

the rails by the combined width of both stiles.

be cut from one by three-inch stock.

All of these pieces should

Corner braces should be placed at the

top and the bottom of the flat for added strength.

Corner blocks, triangular

pieces cut from quarter-inch plywood, are used to join the rails and stiles

at each corner.

Keystones join the toggle bars to the stiles.

half keystones are used to attach the corner braces.

Narrower

Appendix L illustrates

the back view of a constructed flat.

After assembling, the frame should be turned over so its smooth surface
is on top.

This side is covered with the material, which should be two to

three inches longer and wider than the flat.

to the stiles and then to the rails.

when tacked to eliminate wrinkles.

This material should be tacked

The material should be pulled tightly

Flats may be hinged together to form
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walls or background scenery.8

Other types of flats are commonly used as

doors, windows, arched doorways, bushes, or mountain ranges.

Door flats, illustrated in Appendix N, are constructed like plain flats

except that additional members are added to frame the door opening.

One

toggle bar is eliminated while the remaining one crosses the flat at the

top of the doorway to form the lintel.

Two inner stiles are placed at the

sides of the opening and are joined by short toggles to the outside stiles.
The parts of the flat on either side of the door are called legs and are

kept firmly in position by the addition of a stile iron (a 3/16- by 3/4-inch
strap iron that extends the full width of the flat beneath its bottom edge).
The stiles on the doorflat must be 3/16-inch shorter to allow for the addi
tional thickness of the sill.*9

The window flat differs from the plain flat in two respects.

In a

window flat, the center rails are set to form the bottom and the top of the

window opening.

The other difference is the addition of two upright stiles

set between the rails in the window flat to form the sides of the window

opening as shown in Appendix M.

The average window width is 30 inches.

The

stiles forming the window opening are held in place by corners.10

. ^Dorothy Allensworth and Clayton Rawson, The Complete Play Production
Handbook (New York: Harper and Row, 1979), p. 114.

9Dorothy Allensworth and Clayton Rawson, The Complete Play Production
Handbook (New York: Harper and Row, 1979), p. 216.

10F. A. Buerki, Stagecraft For Nonprofessionals (Madison, Wisconsin:
The University of Wisconsin Press), p. 44.
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An arched doorway may be constructed from an ordinary doorflat.
semicircle is first cut out of a rectangular wall board.

is then screwed to the face of a doorflat opening.

A

This semicircle

A door frame should

be constructed and attached to the back of the doorflat to provide thickness.

To form a wall, two plain flats may be hinged together on the face
with tight-pin backflaps.

The hinges must be exactly over the crack with

one about a foot from the top, one a foot from the bottom, and one in the
center.

The hinges and the entire crack between the flats should then be

covered with a 4-inch wide strip of canvas, called a dutchman or stripper.
This dutchman is pasted into position and then reinforced with tacks.

When three flats the same width are hinged together, they will not
fold unless a 3-inch wide batten, sometimes called a jigger or wooden

dutchman, is hinged between two of them.

The extra width of this joint

allows the third flat to be folded in between the other two as illustrated
on Appendix M,

A 7-inch wide canvas dutchman is used to cover the entire

joint.
A silhouette is a piece of flat scenery with one or more irregular
edges.

Ground rows are long, narrow, horizontal flats, or a series of

hinged flats with a silhouetted upper edge representing a hedge, bushes,
or distant mountain ranges.

They are constructed like plain flats, with

the irregular silhouette cut with a saw from sections of wall, or profile
board nailed to the face of the frame.

vas.

The face is then covered with can

Appendix N shows the back view of a constructed ground row.
Cutouts are set pieces, usually made of wallboard or profile board and

braced with 1 by 3-inch or 1 by 2-inch lumber framing the back.

This frame
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is roughly the shape of the cutout and so designed that the wallboard does

not extend more than about 8 inches without support.
cutout is represented in Appendix N.

The rear view of a

Ground rows and cutouts are usually

supported by triangular jacks, which are hinged to the framework on the

These jacks, also shown in Appendix N, should be made so that the

back.

set piece leans slightly to the rear.

This insures sturdiness and faster

shifting.H

Another basic set piece is a platform.

The 5 by 7-foot platform unit,

shown in Appendix M, may be supplemented with stairs or additional platform

units when a larger platform is needed.

The heavy members are all 2 by

4-inches, and the top is covered with anything from 1 by 6-inches to 1 by
12-inches, which should be nailed down with eight penny nails.

The legs

should be bolted to the frame and diagonal braces can be used to keep the
legs rigid.12

Since platforms are usually used with steps or stairs, their height
should be the same as the height of the stairs or one step higher.

Plat

forms that are to be moved during a production can be fitted with heavy

duty casters.

These casters should be mounted on 2 by 4-inch crosspieces

between the legs so that the legs have about %-inch clearance above the
floor.

The platform must then be anchored in place by foot irons and

stage screws on the upstage side.

UDorothy Allensworth and Clayton Rawson, The Complete Play Production
Handbook (New York: Harper and Row, 1979), p. 218.

l^Dorothy Allensworth and Clayton Rawson, The Complete Play Production
Handbook (New York: Harper and Row, 1979), p. 226.
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Since set design and construction are so important to the success of

a musical production, if the director is not experienced and knowledgeable
in this aspect of the theater, an experienced set designer should be sought
to assist the director.

It is essential that the construction crew be pro

vided with detailed plans, sketches and models to use as reference while

constructing the sets.

It is also essential for a knowledgeable person to

oversee the construction to insure that the sets are built correctly and
according to the diagrams.

LIGHTING

The primary function of light in the theater is to allow the audience
to see comfortably and clearly.

If the audience cannot see the stage and

the players, many weeks of hard work may not be projected and an otherwise
good production will be ruined.

Lighting a high school musical is usually

the responsibility of the drama director.

This presupposes that the direc

tor has had ample training and experience in theater lighting and that

he is well acquainted with the electrical capabilities of the auditorium
and the lighting instruments at his disposal.

Proper lighting can contribute significantly to the total effect of a
production in many ways.

Through the use of different colors and degrees

of brightness, the mood of the play may be established or enhanced.

Lighting

is capable of conveying to an audience such useful information as time of

day (morning, noon, night), the nature of the weather (sunny, stormy, over

cast)* and season of the year.

By adding or subtracting the amount of light,

a character or object can be given more or less emphasis.

Imaginative light

ing may also enhance a setting and identify or accent dramatic values that

the director may wish to emphasize.
Most light on the stage is incandescent and has as its source a lamp
which is usually housed in a metal instrument that directs or focuses its

rays in one direction.

This instrument is connected by a cable to a switch

board containing switches that can turn the instrument on or off and dimmers

that can control the brightness of its light.

Colored gelatins can be placed

in the frames at the front of these instruments in order to control the color
of the light emitted.

There are various types of lighting instruments to
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serve various needs.

Some are limited in the functions they can serve, while

others are quite flexible.

According to Allensworth and Rawson, spotlights are probably the instru
ments most useful to the designer for lighting the stage.

Their principal

virtue lies in the fact that their light can be directed accurately to almost

any spot where it is needed.

With the proper attachments, their light can

be restricted largely to the desired area with very little of it spilling

over into other areas.

The light from a spotlight can be controlled more

easily than the light from any other instrument.
All spotlights include a metal housing with a round hole at one end, a

light source, and a lens.

The light source is an incandescent lamp ranging

in strength from 250 to 2,000 watts.

The lens collects the rays from the

light source and focuses them on the area or object to be lighted.

angle lens focuses the light on a relatively large area.
focuses light on a small area.

A wide-

A long-focus lens

Some spotlights are equipped with funnels

or shutters that will shape and restrict the light beam even more than the

lens itself.13

The fresnel spotlight, named after the inventor of the lens, produces

a soft, diffused light and is especially useful for mood pieces and general
lighting.

The lamp and reflector may be moved to change their relationship

to the lens.

The size of the beam can be adjusted from flood (lamp and re

flector close to lens) to beam (lamp and reflector away from lens).

l3Dorothy Allensworth and Clayton Rawson, The Complete Play Production
Handbook (New York: Harper and Row, 1979), p. 245i
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The. ellipsoidal reflector spotlight, also called a leko, is named for

the shape of its reflector and produces a light with considerably more punch
than the fresnel.

The light quality is hard and upbeat and is particularly

useful because of its beam shaping characteristics.

There are either shutters

which shape the beam, or an iris which affects the circular size of the light
projected from the lamp.

shutters.

Edges of the light may be changed by using the

Patterns may be placed at the shutter plane and projected.

The follow spotlight, used for special purposes, is designed for long
throws of 75 to 125 feet or more.

This spotlight is usually situated at the

projection booth or the back of the balcony.

It has a long-focus, highly-

efficient lens system and a control handle that permits its operator to
narrow or widen the beam and to direct it to any spot on the stage.

The

follow spot usually includes several colored gels and is quite useful when

it is necessary to pick up a singer, or a dancer the moment he enters from

the wings, then follows this person to various other parts of the stage.
Floodlights are frequently used to light offstage as well as onstage

areas.

They light backings, sky drops, cycloramas, or project the rays of

the sun or the moon through an opening in the set.

Striplights are all of

those instruments consisting of a metal trough with two or more lamp sockets.
Footlights are set in a trough at the front edge of the stage apron.

Some

are built into the floor so they can be tilted open when in use or closed
when not in use.

Some are merely metal troughs laid on the floor of the apron.

14Mike Holler, On Stage (Owatonna, Minn.:

Wenger Corporation, 1980), p. 161.
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A border light is simply a large metal trough divided into compartments

with sockets and hung from a batten or other support above the stage.!5

There are, two principal types of stage lighting:

general illumination,

which tends to make everything on stage equally visible, and specific

illumination, which tends to make only certain areas, objects, or people
visible.

Footlights and border lights are common sources for general

illumination while specific illumination is provided largely by spotlights

and occasionally by floodlights directed through set openings.

It is impor

tant that the lighting director find the desirable blend of these two types

of lighting since neither one alone will properly light the stage for visi

bility and effect.
Before the lighting instruments are actually hung: and directed, it is

important for the lighting director to diagram a light plot for each set of

the musical.

This may be accomplished by making a drawing of the stage,

with each set, and dividing it into nine square areas, somewhat resembling

a tic-tac-toe board.
stage right.

Each area can then be numbered from stage left to

The lighting instruments may then be sketched in to show from

where they will be placed, to which stage area they will illuminate, and at
what angle they will be directed.
When making the light plot, it is essential to remember that in order

to achieve depth in lighting, each acting area, object, and person should

15Dorothy Allensworth and Clayton Rawson, The Complete Play Production
Handbook (New York: Harper and Row, 1979), p. 251.
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be cross-lighted.

This is achieved by directing two instruments from opposite

sides to each acting area.

The light from one side should be brighter and

usually of a different color to produce the effect of light and shadow.

Appendix 0 contains an example of a light plot.

Colored light has an effect on everything it touches, scenery, costumes,
furniture, and faces.

is not.

Sometimes the effect is predictable, other times it

Color also has an emotional effect on an audience.

Warm, bright

colors usually make an audience feel happy and friendly while cold, dark colors

may produce a feeling of tragedy or sadness.

When colored light touches an

object with color, an effect is produced as shown in Appendix P.

After the light plots have been made, lighting instruments attached with
colored gels, and the desired lighting effect achieved for the entire produc
tion, the director and/or the students who will be operating the switchboard

should work out cue sheets for the musical.

These sheets should include both

the warning cue and the execute cue for each change of lighting that occurs
during the entire production, including curtain cues at the beginning and end
of each scene or act.

instrument.

They should also contain the dimmer readings of each

The stage manager should also have his own cue sheets on which

all of the light cues are included.
Upon completion of the cue sheets, the switchboard operators must be
allowed ample rehearsal time to practice fading in and out from one lighting

change to another.

These students should be responsible and attentive as the

entire production and its cast will be depending on them to produce the desired
lighting effect.
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SUMMARY
This project is designed to guide high school directors by providing

selected information, ideas, and examples for all component areas of a
musical production.

Although the suggestions, charts, and schedules have

all been previously and successfully tested, they may not be desirable to

some directors.

Differences in districts, stages, musicals, students, funds,

etc. may necessitate modifications or complete changes.
The information contained in each section is limited to the needs of
the majority of situations, focusing on general points and avoiding in-depth

coverage of subject matter.

Persons with expertise in these areas will very

likely be well acquainted with the information provided in this manual.

How

ever, it is pre-assumed that in many instances in secondary education, an

expert teacher or teachers in all areas of the performing arts may not be
available to undertake the task of directing a musical production.

Therefore,

this project is essentially designed to assist educators with limited know
ledge or experience in one or more of these areas.

Appendix A
Musical Plays For High School Production^

Annotations:

A = acting demanding; B = book difficult; C = choreography

needed; CH = children needed; COS = costumes complex or numerous; D = dialect;
LA = limited appeal; M = music difficult; NM = predominantly male cast;

P = production costs high; S = scenery complex; SC = small cast; SM = mature

subject matter; SP = spoof or satire;. ST = staging complex; V = vocal demands
difficult.
Annie (CH,SC)

Annie Get Your Gun (COS,D,SC)
Anything Goes (C,SC)

The Boy Friend (C,SP)

Brigadoon (C,D,M,ST,V)

Cabaret (A,B,COS,LA,SM)
Camelot (A,B,COS,M,PC,SC,V)
Carnival (SC,V)

Dames at Sea (NM,SC)

The Fantasticks (NM,SC)
Flower Drum Song (COS,D)

Funny Girl (A,D,SC,V)
George M (C,SC)

Godspell (SC,SM,ST,V)
Guys and Dolls (D,NM,SC)

Gypsy (A,SM)

Hello, Dolly! (A,C,ST,V)

^Ommanney and Schanker, 1982, p. 412.
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How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying (M,SP)

The King and I (COS,D,M,PC,SC,V)

Kiss Me Kate (COS,V)
L'il Abner (D)

Little Mary Sunshine (C0S,LA,SP)
Maine (A,COS,PC,SC)

The Man of La Mancha (A,ST,V)
The Music Man (A,C,SC,ST)
My Fair Lady (A,B,D,PC,SC,ST)
No, No, Nanette (C,COS,ST)
Oklahoma! (B,V)
Oliver (A,D,SC,V)

Once Upon a Mattress (COS,SP)
Paint Your Wagon (SM,ST)

The Pajama Game (B,SC,ST)
Pippin (COS,SM,SP)
The Roar of the Greasepaint, the Smell of the Crowd (LA,NM,SC)

1775 (A,COS,D,NM,V)
The Sound of Music (CH,D,SC,V)

South Pacific (D,NM,V)
Stop the World, I Want to Get Off (LA,SC)
The Unsinkable. Molly Brown (A,B,SC,ST)

West Side Story (S,M,ST)

The Wiz (COS,PC,ST)
You're a Good Man, Charles (SC)

Appendix B

MUSICAL

AUDITION

FORM

NAME:______________ __________ __________________ '
(Last name first)

ADDRESS:__________________________________ ____________

PHONE:_______________ ________ _

GRADE:______________

SEX__________ HEIGHT_______ WEIGHT_______
PERFORMING EXPERIENCE:

PREFERRED ROLE ________________________________________

Will you accept any role? ______________

Can you make all rehearsals?

Yes

_ No _ ________

~

If no, why ____________________________________________

CLASS SCHEDULE

1st Semester
Period

Course

Teacher

1
2
3
4
5
6

For directors use only:

Projection:

Character!' zati on:

Diction:

Stage Presence:

Poi se:

Comments:

Appearance:

Suggested Role:
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Appendix C
AUDITION

FORM

NAME:________________
Last name first

9

GRADE:

10

12

11

VOCAL RANGE:

Soprano 2

Soprano 1

Tenor

ATto

Baritone

Bass

VOCAL QUALITY:

breathy

--

Harsh

--

weak

--

strong

—

sole

INTONATION:
Flat

Sharp

—

True

—

PROJECTION:

1
weak

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

------ strong

----- -

STAGE PRESENCE:

COMMENTS:

SUGGESTED ROLE:
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ensemble

Appendix D
THE WIZARD OF OZ

SCENES

Code letter

A
B

Act/scene

C

Act 1 Scene 1
Act 1 Scene 2
(1st half)
Act 1 Scene 2

D

(2nd half)
Act 1 Scene 3

E

Act 1 Scene 4

F

Act 2 Scene 1

G

(1st part)
Act 2 Scene 1

H

(2nd part)
Act 2 Scene 2

I

Act 2 Scene 3

Characters
(Em, Henry, Dorothy, Joe, Chorus)
(Mayor, Farmer, Munchkin, Dorothy, Glinda)

(Dorothy, Farmer, Mayor, Glinda, Munchkin,
Wicked Witch, Scarecrow)
(Dorothy, Scarecrow, Wicked Witch, Tree People,
Ti nman)
(Mayor, Dorothy, Farmer, a Munchkin, Lion,
Jitterbugs)
(All Generals, Private, Oz Lady, Lion, Lord Growlie,
Scarecrow, Tinman, Gloria)

(Lion, Scarecrow, Dorothy, Tinman, Growlie, Gloria,
Girls, Wizard)

(Wicked Witch of the West, 1st Witch, 2nd Witch,
Tibia, Lion, Tinman, Scarecrow, Dorothy)
(Dorothy, Scarecrow, Tinman, Lion, Wizard, Choirus,.
Servant)
MUSICAL NUMBERS

Code letter

J
K
L
M
N

-

0
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y

-

Song

Characters

Over the Rainbow - (Dorothy, Chorus)
Munchkinland
- (Dorothy, Glinda, Munchkins, Mayor, Farmer)
If I only had a brain - (Scarecrow, Dorothy)
If I only had a heart - (Tinman, Dorothy)
We're off to see the wizard - (Dorothy, Scarecrow, Tinman, Lion,
Munchkins)
If I only had the nerve - (Lion, Dorothy, Tinman, Scarecrow)
Jitterbug
- (Dorothy, Scarecrow, Tinman, Lion, Jitterbugs)
Ballet
- (Glinda, Dancers)
March-changing of Guards - (Private, All Generals)
Merry old land of Oz - (Gloria, Dorothy, Girls)
Funeral march of Marionette - (Scarecrow, Tinman, Lion)
Evening Star
- (Dorothy, Gloria, Girls)
Ghost dance
- (Ghosts, Tibia, All Witches)
Ding Dong the Witch is dead - (Dorothy, Scarecrow, Lion, Tinman)
King of the Forest - (Lion, Dorothy, Scarecrow, Tinman)
Finale
- (Entire cast)
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JANUARY

UNDAY

0
□
:<
□
5
x
X
t

7

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

4

5

6

11

12

13

Read through leads
2:30 - 5:00

18
Read through leads
2:30 - 5:30

4

25

B,C - 2:15 - 5:00

Read through leads
2:30 - 5:00

19
Music
J - 2:15 - 3:00
L,M,0 - 3:00 - 3:45
P - 3:45 - 4:30
U - 4:30 - 5:00

26
E - 2:15 - 4:00
A _ Z.nn - c.nn

Read through leads
2:30 - 5:00

20

A - 2:15 - 3:15
D - 3:15 - 5:00

27
B,C - 2:15 - 4:00

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

1

2

7

8

9

14

15

16

THURSDAY

Read through leads
2:30 - 5:00

21

Choreography
L - 2:15 - 3:15
M - 3:15 - 4:00
0 - 4:00 - 4:45
N - 4:45 - 5:30
Chorus-2:15 - 4:00

28

Choreography
m
nil*
f

Block
Act 1 Scene 1
2:30 - 5:00

22

D - 2:15 - 3:15
H - 3:15 - 5:30

29

D - 2:15 - 3:15

5

Munchkin
Auditions
10:00 a.m.

23
Chorus
10:00-1:30
W-12:00-l:30
(Choreograph
H-1:30-3:30
A-3:30-4:30
D-4:30-5:30
30
Chorus
10:00-12:00

FEBRUARY
UNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

1

2

3

F - 2:15 - 3:30
G - 3:30 - 5:00

F - 2:15 - 3:30
G - 3:30 - 5:00

Chorus - 2:15 *• 3:00
I - 3:00 - 5:30

VO
to

9

8
I - 2:15 - 4:00
R - 4:00 - 5:30
D - 4:00 - 5:30

15
H - 12:00 - 1:30
I - 1:30 - 3:00
A,B,F -.3:00 - 5:00

1.

22
A,B,G - 2:15 - 3:30
D,E - 3:30 - 5:30

z

J

X - 2:15 - 4:30
Music
G - 3:30 - 4:30
H - 4:30 - 5:30

16
H - 2:15 - 3:15
I - 3:15 - 4:15
W,N - 4:15 - 5:30

23

F,G - 2:15 - 4:00
H - 4:00 - 5:30

10
P - 2:15 - 3:15
S - 3:15 - 4:15
T - 4:15 - 5:30

17
A,BjC - 2:15 - 3:45
D,E - 3:45 - 5:30

24
I - 2:15 - 3:30
A,B,C - 3:30 - 5:30

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

4

5

6

F,G - 2:15 - 3:30
(Choreography)
H - 3:30 - 5:00
T - 2:15 - 4:30
Chorus - 2:15 - 3:30
Y - 4:30 - 5:30

12

11

Choreography
X - 2:15 - 5:30

18

.

(Choreography)
P - 2:15 - 3:15
S - 3:15 - 4:15
T - 4:15 - 5:30

25

Choreography
Q - 2:15 - 5:30

P-9:00-12:00
S-12:00-1:30
(Choreograph
Munchkins
1:30 - 3:30
Crew
i0:00 - 4:00
13

A,B,C - 12:00 - 2:00 (Choreograph
D,E - 2:00 - 3:30
U-9:00-ll:00
FjG - 3:30 - 5:30
K-ll:00-2:00
Munchkins
11:00 - 2:00
Crew
10:00 - 4:00

19

I - 2:15 - 3:30
F,G - 3:30 - 5:00

26

D,E - 2:15 - 3:30
F,G - 3:30 - 5:30

20
V-9:00-10:00
W-10:00-11:01
K-ll:00-2:00
Munchkins
11:00 - 2:00
Crew
10:00 - 4:00
27

7-9:00-11:00
B,C,K-ll-2:0(
Munchkins
11:00 - 2:00
Q-11:00-2:00
Crew
10:00 - 4:00

MARCH
JNDAY

tn

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

1

2

3

I - 2:15 - 3:15
H - 3:15 - 4:15
Music - 4:15 - 5:30
Problem

8
Problem Scenes
2:15 - 5:30
T.B.A.

J

15
Run through Act 2
with tech.
2:30 - 5:00

I

22
Dress Rehearsal
Act 1 - 2:30 - 6:30
with orch.

3

29

A,B,C - 2:15 - 4:00
D,E - 4:00 - 5:30
Tech. Rehearsal
6:00 - 9:00

9

I - 2:15 - 3:15
F,G - 3:15 - 4:30
H - 4:30 - 5:30

10

Problem Scenes
2:15 - 5:30
T.B.A.

Problem Scenes
2:15 - 5:30
T.B.A.

Tech. Rehearsal
6:00 - 9:00

Tech. Rehearsal
6:00 - 9:00

16

Problem Scenes
2:30 - 6:30

23
Dress Rehearsal
Act 2 - 2:30 - 6:30
with orch.

30
Problem Scenes

17
Dress Rehearsal
Act 1 - 2:30 - 6:30

24
Dress Rehearsal
Act 1 & 2
12:00 - 6:00
with orch.

31
Problem Scenes

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

4

5

6

Act 1 - 2:15 - 5:30
Problem Scenes
To Be Announced
Tech. Rehearsal
6:00 - 9:00

11

Problem Scenes
2:15 - 5:30
T.B.A.

Act 2 - 2:15 " 5:30
Problem Scenes
T.B.A.

Act l-9-12:C
Act 2-i-3:0C
Munchkins
9:00 - 12:0t
Crew
10:00 - 4:0C
13

12

Problem Scenes
2:15 - 5:30
T.B.A.

Run through
Act 1 with
tech.
10:00 - 3:0C
Photo Day
3:00 - ?

Tech. Rehearsal
6:00 - 9:00
18

Dress Rehearsal
Act 2 - 2:30 - 6:30

25

Dress Rehearsal
Act 1 & 2
1:00 - 7:00
with orch.

1
Problem Scenes

20

19

Dress Rehearsal
Act 2 - 2:30 - 6:30

Dress
Rehearsal
Act 1 & 2
10:00 - 4:00

27

26
Opening Night

2nd Night

8:15 p.m.

8:15 p.m.

2

3

3rd Night

Closing Nigh

Appendix F
BYE BYE BIRDIE
SCENES

Code letter

Act/scene

D

&
&
-

Act
Act
Act
Act
Act
Act

1
1
1
1
1
1

Scene 1
Scene 3
Scene 4
Scene 5
Scene 6
Scene 7

E
F
G
H

-

Act
Act
Act
Act

1
1
2
2

Scene 8
Scene 9
Scene 1
Scene 2

I

-

Act 2 Scene 3

J
K

-

Act 2 Scene 4
Act 2 Scene 6

L

-

Act 2 Scene 7

M

-

Act 2 Scene 8

A
B

C

Characters

(Albert, Rosie)
(Ursula, Kim, Mrs. MacAfee, Albert, Rosie, Mrs. Peterson)
(Ursula, Kim, Albert, Hugo, Deborah Sue, Alice, Rosie, Fred,
Mrs. Merkle, Lee, Phyllis, Mayor, Conrad, Mr. Johnson)
(4 men, Margie, Deborah Sue, Ursula, Kim, Mrs. MacAfee,
Mr. MacAfee, Randolph, Albert, Mrs. Merkle, Conrad)
(Rosie, Albert, Mrs. Peterson, Gloria)
(Sullivan, MacAfees, Conrad, Rosie, Albert, Kim, Hugo)
(Rosie, Kim)
(Conrad, Albert, Rosie, Mrs. Peterson, Kim, Mr. MacAfee,
Randolph)
(Conrad, Deborah Sue, Alice, Kim, Mayor's wife, Mr. Johnson,
Mrs. Merkle, Hugo, MacAfees, Albert)
(Hugo, Bartender, Rosie, Albert)
(Hugo, Rosie, Albert, Mrs. Peterson, Mr. MacAfee, Mrs. Merkle,
Mr. Johnson)
(Kim, Ursula, Conrad, Deborah Sue, Helen, Penelope, Albert,
Mr. MacAfee, Rosie, Mrs. Peterson)
(Albert, Conrad, Mrs. Peterson, MacAfees, Rosie)

MUSICAL NUMBERS
Code letter
N
0
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z
- WW
XX
YY
ZZ

Song

Characters

An English Teacher - (Rosie)
The Telephone Hour - (Ensemble)
How Lovely to be a woman - (Kim)
Put on a happy face - (Albert, Sad girls)
A healthy, normal, American boy - Penn. Station transition - Penn, Station
to Sweet Apple ■? Sweet Apple band - (Albert, Rosie, Teen Chorus, Adult Chorus)
- One Boy
- (Kim, Rosie, two girls)
- Honestly Sincerely - (Conrad, Chorus)
- Hymn for a Sunday evening - (Kim, MacAfees)
- Hundred Ways Ballet - (Rosie, Albert, Ensemble)
- One Last Kiss
- (Conrad, Principals, Chorus)
- What Did I ever see in Him - (Rosie, Kim)
- A lot of Living
- (Conrad, Kim, Teen Chorus)
- Kids & (Reprise)
- (MacAfees, Adult Chorus)
- Baby talk to Me
- (Albert, Quartet)
- Shriners Ballet
- (Rosie, Shriners)
- Spanish Rose
- (Rosie)
- Rosie
- (Albert, Rosie)
-
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JANUARY

JNDAY

!5
'<

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

3

4

5

10

11

12

Read through leads
2:30 - 4:30
O,R - 2:30 - 4:30
w/ choreography

Read through leads
2:30 - 4:30
O,R - 2:30 - 4:30
w/choreography

Read through leads
2:30 - 4:30
O,R - 2:30 - 4:30
Music

ij
x
X
c
5

1

17

N,A - 2:30 - 3:30
R,B - 3:30 - 4:30
Y - 2:30 - 4:30
Choreography ,

5

24
Block
E - 2:30 - 4:00

18

19

Block
C - 2:30 - 4:00

T - 2:30 - 4:30
Choreography

25
W - 2:30 - 4:00
Choreography

26
W, F - 2:30 - 3:30
X, G - 3:30 - 4:30

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

1

6

7

8
Music
O-10:00-12:C
N-12:00-l:0C
R-1:00-3:00

13

1H

15

Block
B - 2:30 - 4:30
O,R - 2:30 - 4:30

Music
W-10:00-12:C
Q-12:00-1:0C
Y-l:00-3:00
S-3:00-4:00

21

22

Block
D - 2:30 - 4:00
YY,N - 2:30 - 4:30

TjC - 2:30 - 3:30
D - 3:30 - 4:30

Choreograph}
W-10:00-l:0C
Music
X-l:00-2:00
ZZ-2:00-3:0G

27
Y,H - 2:30 - 4:30
Block w/choreography

28
Z - 2:30 - 4:00

29
Choreograph}
V-1O:OO-1:OC

Block
A - 2:30 - 4:00
P - 2:30 - 3:30
Q - 3:30 - 4:30

20

S

UNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

r-LflKUMKY
WEDNESDAY

0

31

1

2

V,D,E - 2:30 - 4:30

WW - 2:30 - 4:00

8

9

L - 2:30 - 4:00
Block

M - 2:30 - 4:00
Block

15

16

SjT,C - 2:30 - 4:30

U, D - 2:30 - 3:30
V, E - 3:30 - 4:30

22

23

Y,H - 2:30 - 4:00

Z,I - 2:30 - 4:00

I - 2:30 - 4:00
Block
o
VO

7
K - 2:30 - 4:00
Block
0,R - 2:30 - 4:00
Choreography

3

14
W,A - 2:30 - 3:15
P,Q,R,B - 3:15-4:45

]

21

XjG - 2:30 - 4:00

7

28

ZZ,M - 2:30 - 4:00

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

3

4

5

Y, H - 2:30 - 3:30
Z, I - 3:30 - 4:30

XX-10:00-l:
YY-l:00-2:0
Choreograph

11

12

ZZ,M - 2:30 - 4:30

V-10:00-12:
W-12:00-l:0
XX-l:00-3:0
Choreograph

18

19

WW,J - 2:30 - 4:30
Block/music

10
YY,K,L - 2:30 - 4:30

17

W,F - 2:30 - 4:30

24

Z,K - 2:30 - 3:30
W,J - 3:30 - 4:30

N,P,X,S

2:30-4:00

0,R,Y
10:00 - 2:0'
Choreograph;

25

26

YY,L - 2:30 - 4:00

V,WW-10-2:0l
Choreograph;

UNDAY

TUESDAY

Jio
WEDNESDAY

1
Act 1 w/o music
2:30 - 5:00

2
Act 2 w/o music
2:30 - 5:00

7
Problem Musical
numbers
T.B.A.
2:30 - 5:00

8

9

Run through Act 1
2:30 - 5:00
Tech. Rehearsal
6:00 - 9:00

Problem Scenes Act 1
2:30 - 5:00
Tech. Rehearsal
6:00 - 9:00

14

15

16

Problem Scenes
2:30 - 5:30
T.B.A.

Problem Scenes
2:30 - 5:30
T.B.A.

Problem Scenes
2:30 - 5:30
T.B.A.

Tech; Rehearsal
6:00 - 9:00

Tech. Rehearsal
6:00 - 9:00

22

23

Run through Act•2
2:30 - 6:30
with tech.

Run through Act 1
2:30 - 6:30
with tech.

29
Dress Rehearsal
Act 2 - 3:00 - 7:00
_•
:___ i_ It_ 1_

30
Dress Rehearsal
Acts 1.& 2
o.nn _ n.nn

MONDAY

LD

3

-

0

-r
/

21
.4' Run through Act 1
2:30 - 6:30
with tech.

28
Dress Rehearsal
Act 1 - 3:00 - 7:00
___ 1_ It___ l_

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

3
Act 1
Musical numbers
only 2:30 - 5:00

4
Act 2
Musical numbers
only 2:30 - 5:00

5
Choreograph
Problem
numbers
10:00 - 3:0i
T.B.A.
Crew
10:00 - 3:0'

10

11

12

Run through Act 2
2:30 - 5:00

Problem Scenes
Act 2
2:30 - 5:00

All Dance
and musical
numbers
10:00 - 3:0'
Crew
10:00 - 3:0'

17

18 .

19

Problem Scenes
2:30 - 5:30
T.B.A.

Problem Scenes
2:30 - 5:30
T.B.A.

All Dance
and musical
numbers
10:00 - 3:0'
Crew
12:00 - 5:0'
Program Pho
3:00 - 5:00

24

25

26

Run through Act 2
2:30 - 6:30
with tech.

Dress Rehearsal
Dress
Act 1 - 3:00 - 7:00 Rehearsal
with tech.
Act 2
10:00 - 2:0'
with tech.

31
Dress Rehearsal
Acts 1 & 2
O - f\n _ A . AA

1
Opening Night

THURSDAY

Tech. Rehearsal
6:00 - 9:00

A Art -

2
2nd Night
O-AA

_

__

APPENDIX H
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APPENDIX I

17Irving Caesar, Otto Harbach, Frank Mandel and Vincent Youmans, No No Nanette
(New York: Warner Bros. Music, 1925), p. 16-17.
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APPENDIX J

ISirving Caesar, Otto Harbach, Frank Mandel and Vincent Youmans, No No Nanette
(New York: Warner Bros. Music, 1925), p. 18-19.
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APPENDIX K

19Leslie Bricusse and Anthony Newley, The Roar Of The Greasepaint - The Smell
Of The Crowd (New York: Musical Comedy Productions, Inc., 1965), cover.
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APPENDIX L
THE FLAT

2GDorothy Allensworth and Clayton. Rawson, The Complete Play Production
Handbook (New York: Harper and Row, 1979), p. 214.
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APPENDIX M

2lDorothy Allensworth and Clayton Rawson, The Complete Play Production
Handbook (New York: Harper and Row, 1979), p. 215-227.

22a. S. Gillette and J. Michael Gillette, Stage Scenery Its Construction
And Rigging. Third Edition (New York: Harper and Row, 1981), p. 45.
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APPENDIX N

23Dorothy Allensworth and Clayton Rawson, The Complete Play Production
Handbook (New York: Harper and Row, 1979), p. 217-221.
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APPENDIX 0

LIGHT PLOT

SKYOROP

OROUNOROW

SKY RjOOO
BEAM PROJECTOR

aOOOUQHT
■■ ELUP90KM.SP0T
M

■

FRESNB.SROT

STRIP UGHT

24Mi ke Holler, On Stage (Minnesota:

Wenger Corporation, 1980), p. 170
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Appendix P
The following is a generalized chart of the effect of colored light on

color:

Colored Light

Color

Effect

red
blue
green
yellow
purple

red
violet
gray
orange
red

red
blue
green
yellow
orange

violet-black
blue
green
green
brown

Amber

red
blue
green
violet

brown
greenish-orange
greenish-orange
red

Green

red
green

black
green

Yellow

blue
green
violet
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----------------------------------

blue-green
green
brown

Appendix Q
GLOSSARY OF TERMS

act curtain: The curtain, hung just upstage of the proscenium, that opens
or closes each act of scene.
To extemporize stage business or conversation.

ad-lib:
amperage:
apron:

The strength of an electric current flowing through a wire.

The section of the stage in front of the curtain.

backdrop (drop): A large piece of cloth upon which scenery is painted,
fastened at top and bottom to battens, and hung at the back of the stage
setting.

backing (masking):
stage area.

Flats or drops behind scenery openings to mask the back-

backstage: That part of the stage that is not seen by the audience; also
the dressing rooms, greenroom, prop room, shops, and storage areas.
batten: A long piece of wood, or pipe from which scenery, lights, and curtains
are suspended; also used at top and bottom of a drop.
border light or borders:
the stage.

A type of striplight hung from pipe battens above

border (teaser): A short curtain hung across the stage above the acting area
to mask the overhead lights from the audience.

brace:

An adjustable, polelike support for flats.

business:

clout nail:

Any action performed on the stage.

A wedge-shaped soft iron nail; used in building scenery.

corners or triangles:
building scenery.

Right angle triangles of quarter-inch plywood; used in

countercross: A shifting of position by one or more actors to balance the
stage picture.

cross:

The movement by an actor from one location to another onstage.
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cue: The last words or section of any one actor that immediately precedes
any lines or business of another actor.
curtain line:

The imaginary floor line the curtain touches when closed.

cyclorama or eye:
stage.

A background curtain hung around the three sides of the

dimmer: An electrical device that controls the amount of current flowing
into a lighting instrument, thus increasing or decreasing the intensity
of the light.

down or downstage:
dressing the stage:

dutchman:

The part of the stage toward the footlights.

Keeping the stage picture balanced during the action:

A canvas strip 4 to 5 inches wide to cover the gap between flats.

ellipsoidal reflector spotlight: A highly efficient lighting instrument with
a reflector shaped like an ellipsoid.

false proscenium: A proscenium inside the permanent proscenium which can be
changed to fit a particular play.

flat: A wooden frame covered with cloth used as the basic unit of structure
of a box set.
flies or loft:

The area above the stage on which scenery is hung.

floodlight or flood: A high wattage (500 to 1,50.0 watts) lighting instrument
with a metal shell open at one end, the inner surface of which is painted
white, is polished metal, or has a mirror to reflect the nonfocused light.

floor plan: A drawing of the overhead view of a set showing the exact location
of all entrances, walls, and furniture.

fly:

To raise or lower scenery.

follow spot: A long-range high wattage (1,000 to 2,600 watts) lighting instru
ment capable of picking up or following a person moving on the stage, with
a beam strong enough to stand out against normal stage lighting.
footlights or foots: Striplights along the front of the apron that throw light
up and back toward the acting area.
fresnel spot: A spotlight featuring a fresnel or stepped lens, which projects
a clear, strong light with a soft edge.

gelatin and glass roundels: Transparent color media placed on lighting instru
ments to produce different colors.

greenroom:
actors.

A backstage lounge used as a reception or waiting room for the
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gridiron or grid: A series of heavy beams or metal framework just under the
roof of the stage to which are attached the pulleys of blocks through which
lines pass to raise or lower scenery.

grip:

A stagehand who moves scenery.

ground row: A low profile of scenery that can stand by itself, used to mask
the bottom of the eye or backdrop.

jack:

A triangular brace, for supporting scenery.

lashline:

A length of rope or line used for fastening two flats together.

legs: Pieces of cloth, usually hung in pairs, stage left and stage right, to
mask the backstage area.
load: The wattage of lights and electrical pieces of equipment supplied by
one circuit, an overload will burn out a fuse or trip a breaker.

pin connector or slip pin connector:
cables or instruments.

A special stage connector used for joining

pit: The part of the auditorium where the orchestra may be located — often
an area below floor level.

proscenium: The arch or frame enclosing the visible stage, the opening between
the stage and the auditorium.
rake: To slant or set at an angle.
lights to the rear of the stage.

A raked stage is inclined from the foot

set pieces: Individual pieces of scenery, such as trees, rocks, and walls, that
stand by themselves.

spotlight or spot: A metal-encased lighting instrument that can be focused,
and directed specifically. It is used to light acting areas.

stage manager:
production.

The person in charge of all backstage operations during a

stealing a scene: Attracting attention away from the person to whom the center
of interest legitimately belongs.
strike: The stage manager's order to remove an object or objects from the
stage or to take down the set.
strip!ights or strips:
four circuits.
throw:

Lamps arranged in metal troughs, usually with three or

The distance from a lighting instrument to the area to be lit.

toggle rail:

The center rail of a flat.
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traveler: A stage curtain upstage of the act curtain that opens to the right
and left rather than moving up and down.
up or upstage: The area of the stage away from the footlights, toward the
rear of the stage.

wash out: The absorption of color by light, leaving the actor, costume, or
scenery lifeless.

wings:

The offstage areas to the right and left of the set.
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